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Managing the transfer of radionuclides from soils into plants and thence foodchains is an important 
immediate post-accident challenge for radioecologists.  In the longer term, soil remediation is often 
necessary to eliminate the environmental impacts of accidents.  Until the recent advent of molecular 
phylogenies for flowering plants there was no scientific framework through which to analyse the 
contribution of inter-species differences in radionuclide uptake by plants to these processes.  We have 
already carried out such analyses for a variety of heavy metals and here report new biodiversity 
landscapes across the flowering plant phylum for radionuclides of Cs, Sr, S, Cl, I, Co and Ru that 
identify groups of plants with particularly low and high uptake.  The plant groups are an untapped 
reservoir of biodiversity that might be exploited for minimising foodchain contamination or 
maximising phytoextraction of radionuclides. We have recently demonstrated the importance of 
biodiversity in minimising food chain contamination with 137Cs and exploiting biodiversity has 
recently brought spectacular and unexpected advances in phytoextraction of As. The UK Food 
Standards Agency foodchain model and recent advances in our phytoextraction field trial at Bradwell 
Nuclear Power Station, UK will be used to illustrate for the first time the use of biodiversity 
landscapes for post-accident management and soil remediation.  Biodiversity landscapes of inter-
species differences in radionuclide uptake are also a foundation for a variety of developments in the 
genetic engineering of plant uptake and response to radionuclides.  Results building on recent work we 
have carried out using K transport mutants of Arabidopsis and its implications for transport processes 
and engineering them in flowering plants will be discussed.  Further, novel ongoing genomic and 
proteomic work into the molecular responses of Arabidopsis to ionising radiation and its implications 
for selecting plants from biodiversity landscapes to assess the impacts of radionuclides on biota will be 
discussed. 
 
 
 
 
       


